The Tool Created to Manage Software Updates

With the Right Tool, You Can Get the Most Out of Your Updates
StreamTask is the application designed to help manage MEDITECH C/S and 6.X software releases.
StreamTask is a browser-based, platform-independent application that supports software upgrade planning and execution. This new organizational channel allows you to communicate, test, monitor, track and
document upgrades with accuracy and confidence.

Organize Your Effort and Streamline Your Process with StreamTask
Convert DTS Documentation into a database of tasks for testing
Share an accessible database of testing information and results
Stay informed through every stage of the update process with real-time status reports
Enhance communication within your team, and with MEDITECH
Increase the speed and quality of the testing process
Track issues throughout their life cycle with detailed documentation
Meet regulatory requirements with easily available testing documentation
StreamTask enables information sharing, communication, and standardization that spreadsheets
can’t provide. StreamTask is web-based and installed on a local server. StreamTask can also run in a
virtual environment.

Organize Your Effort
Download your DTS Documentation from MEDITECH
and use built-in conversion tools to import that information into StreamTask’s SQL database. Now in
electronic format, it’s easy to quickly share DTSs with
end users, IT staff or both. You’ll also be able to take
advantage of mature task management capabilities
that allow you to track, document, communicate and
measure your progress.

Streamline the Process
Use StreamTask’s powerful key word and other
search capabilities to analyze the DTS Documentation,
and utilize batching tools to find and separate the
most significant enhancements from those of less
importance, while also eliminating non-applicable
tasks in seconds.
Project managers meanwhile can use Browse & Batch
to re-assign and re-prioritize workload. Following your
hospital’s protocols, users document progress and log
issues as they occur, thus providing the core team with
current, real-time statuses. Users can track Pre-LIVE
requirements via Customer Defined Queries and use
scripts to facilitate testing procedures. Communication
among users is managed within the system, while ondemand and rules-based e-mail messaging keep
external staff informed.

About Array Software
Array provides hospitals and health care systems with software tools for successful software upgrade
execution and software quality management. Our twenty five years of experience in this field are
reflected in our signature upgrade product StreamTask, and in our training and support services.

Join us for one of our webcast demonstrations of StreamTask! Go to
www.arraysoftware.com/events.html for more information or to register
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